UC Lecturers & Librarians
Welcome You to Berkeley!

A Few of the Rich Resources on Campus for UCB Students

Map of the Libraries: Pick up a copy at Doe Library. In addition to the main Doe/Moffitt Library, the Berkeley campus has 24 special subject and affiliated libraries with rich collections, librarians to consult, and beautiful spaces to study. This map shows them all. It’s also the most readable printed map of the Berkeley campus.

Data Lab in Doe Annex: Have a project that requires numerical data research? Consult with the librarians in the Data Lab.

Berkeley Language Center: UCB offers classes in 59 languages, all listed on the BLC website. Most are taught by lecturers. The BLC in Dwinelle Hall also offers online classes and film clips for language learners.

College Writing Programs: CWP offers many courses to help you strengthen your writing skills.

Student Learning Center: The SLC in Chavez Student Center offers tutoring in many fields.

Physical Education Program: The PEP in Hearst Gym offers activity classes, taught mostly by lecturers: dance, martial arts, yoga, swimming, tennis etc. Get active, learn a skill, have fun, and get academic credit at the same time.

What do UC Lecturers do?
• Teach undergraduate and graduate courses in many schools and departments at UC
• Support students outside the classroom
• Develop new courses and curricula using the most up-to-date research on teaching and learning
• Coordinate programs within our departments to enhance student learning opportunities
• Attend and present at conferences to stay current in our fields
• Monitor student performance and feedback; continually revise and improve courses

What do UC Librarians do?
• Teach classes on how to use the library and how to conduct research
• Offer specialized workshops on research tools such as EndNote and Browzine
• Catalog library materials so you can find them easily
• Develop specialized tools to help you learn and conduct research
• Purchase books, journals and databases for the library collection
• Conduct research in the field of information science

How can a Lecturer support me?
• We mentor and advise our students; please visit office hours early and often.
• We write letters of recommendation for internships, jobs and graduate schools.
• We sometimes teach Independent Studies or advise on other projects.

How can a Librarian help me?
• We can help you find the right sources for your paper or research project in the Library and online.
• We connect you with resources in other UC libraries or outside the UC through interlibrary loans.
• We can help you determine what is a scholarly resource and a peer-reviewed journal and learn to manage your reference sources.